Statement of Interest for RSSAC Caucus

Name: Brian Dickson

Employer: GoDaddy, Inc., Principal Software Development Engineer

Relevant qualifications

• Have worked in DNS-related areas at GoDaddy, Verisign and Afilias
• Have done DNS security-related research at Verisign
• Have done DNS protocol work (including co-author of AS112 draft at IETF)
• Have done DNS implementation work at GoDaddy, Verisign, and on my own time

Motivation for membership in the Caucus

• Have interest in the intersections of scalability, security, reliability, and privacy, in DNS.
• Want to ensure experienced but non-root-server affiliated representatives are part of caucus.

Indication of availability

Generally available to work at least part-time on projects of this nature (20%), and some ability to travel (e.g. to IETF, NANOG, RIPE, DNS-OARC meetings)

Formal roles and interests in the work of RSSAC

• Interest is professional but not yet formally part of responsibilities in my day job.
• Interested in contributing back what I have learned, and to a lesser degree, in establishing professional credits on real-world (vs academic) papers/publications.